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Plates 69, 70, 75, 77, 126 and 128 were prepared but rejected. No stamps therefore exist, except for a very few from Plate 77 which somehow reached the public.

1½d Lake-Red Plates.

Plate 1

Plate 3

Plate 1 did not have the plate number in the design. Plate 2 was not completed and no stamps exist.
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Twopenny Blue Plates.

Plate 7
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Plates 10 and 11 were prepared but rejected. No stamps exist.

One Shilling Green Plates.
Small white corner letters. Wm Emblems.

Plate 2
Plate 3

Plate 2 is actually numbered as ‘1’ and plate 3 as ‘2’ on the stamps.
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3d Red Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Spray of rose.

Plate 4  Plate 5  Plate 6  Plate 7
Plate 8  Plate 9  Plate 10

4d Vermillion Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Large garter.
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6d Lilac Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Emblems.

Plate 5
Plate 6

6d Mauve Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Spray of rose.

Plate 8
Plate 9
Plate 10

6d Buff Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Spray of rose.
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9d Straw Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Emblems.

Plate 4
Plate 5

10d Brown Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Emblems.

Plate 1
Plate 2

1s Green Plates.
Large white corner letters. Spray of rose.
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2s Blue Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Emblems.

Plate 1

Plate 3

5s Red Plates.
Large white corner letters. Wm Emblems.

Plate 1

Plate 2
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2½d Mauve Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Small anchor.

Plate 1
Plate 2

2½d Mauve Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Orb.
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2½d Blue Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Orb.

Plate 17  Plate 18  Plate 19  Plate 20

2½d Blue Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Imperial crown.

Plate 21  Plate 22  Plate 23

3d Red Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Spray of rose.
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4d Vermillion Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Large garter.
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4d Green Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Large garter.
Plate 15
Plate 16
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4d Brown Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Imperial crown.
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6d Grey Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Spray of rose.
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6d Grey Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Imperial crown.
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Plate 18
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1s Green Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Spray of rose.
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Plate 14

1s Brown Plates.
Large coloured corner letters. Wm Imperial crown.
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